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' TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY',

6N 38A Lookout-Place. ]
June-26, 1989 j

i

j

U.S..-Nuclear Regulatory Commission
. ATTN: ' Document Control Desk
. Washington, D.C. 20555

'

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO.'
50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) j
50-327/89012, REVISION 1 ]

4

The enclosed LER is being revised to provide.the-results of investigations j
performed and' corrective actions planned-to preclude recurrence'of the high '|
radiation spike that caused a containment ventilation isolation. .This event !

was originally reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73,-paragraph'a.2.iv, on1
May 5. 1989.

Very truly yours',

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

-

.-

. R. Bynum, Vice' President
Nuclear Power Production

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of. Inspection and Enforcement
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900

|Atlanta, Georgia 30323 j
INPO Records Center I

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

i

NRC Resident Inspector i

.Sequoyah Nuclear Plant i
2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379 >
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"T''"' A spurious spike occurred on..a containment radiation monitor which resulted in a-
containment ventilation isolation
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At approximately 0505 EDT, on April 10, 1989, with unit 1 in mode 1 (100-percent power,
2235 psig, and 578 degrees F), a containment. ventilation isolation (CVI) occurred on )
unit 1. An apparent spurious high radiation spike occurred on the noble gas channel of |
lower containment radiation monitor (RM) 1-RM-90-106 which caused the CVI. The assistant j
shift operations supervisor (AS05) responded to the CVI signal and noted a high radiation i

spike on noble gas channel of 1-RM-90-106. Further review of the RM recorder chart
indicated that.only the noble gas channel had spiked, and the spike was instantaneous
without any decay time, and it was concluded that the high radiation spike was spurious.
Subsequently, the ASOS verified that upon receipt of the CVI signal all equipment
functioned as designed, and instructed the unit operator (U0) to initiate recovery'from
the CVI. As immediate corrective action, unit 1 Operations personnel verified that the |
CVI was not a result of an actual high radiation condition in the unit 1 containment and
initiated recovery from the CVI in accordance with System Operating Instruction
(SOI)-30.2B, " Containment Purge System Operation." At approximate 1y'0533 EDT, on

!
April 10, 1989, both upper and lower containment RMs were returned to service. TVA has
completed its investigation of the spurious spike and could not determine the cause. No
further CVIs have occurred as a result of a spurious actuation of 1-RM-90-106. For
long-term recurrence control, this CVI is being reviewed as part of the task force
established'to evaluate ESF actuations as described in LER 1-89013.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
l

On April 10, 1989, with unit 1 in mode 1 (100-percent power, 2235 psig, and 578 degrees 1

F), a containment ventilation isolation (CVI) (EIIS Code JM) occurred on unit 1. At

approximately 0505 EDT, an instrument malfunction alarm on panel 0-M-12 (window 4
XA-55-12D) and high radiation alarm (window 3, XA-55-12D) were present in the main
control room (MCR) on containment' lower compartment air Radiation Monitor (RM)
1-RM-90-106 (EIIS Code IL). The assistant shift operations supervisor'(ASOS) responded

ito the alarm and noted a high radiation spike on noble gas channel of 1-RM-90-106.
Further review of the RM recorder chart indicated that only the noble gas channel had i
spiked, and the spike was instantaneous without any decay time. It was concluded that I

the high radiation spike was spurious. Subsequently, the ASOS verified that upon receipt
of the CVI signal all equipment functioned as designed, and instructed the unit operator
(UO) to initiate recovery from the CVI. At the time of the event no maintenance activity
on unit 1 containment RMs was in progress that could be identified which could have
caused the CVI. TVA has completed further investigation of the high radiation spike and
could not determine the cause. No further CVIs have occurred as a result of a spurious

,

| actuation of 1-RM-90-106.

CAUSE OF EVENT

A spurious high radiation spike of approximately 1.60E5 counts per minute (CPM) occurred
on the noble gas channel of RM 1-RM-90-106 which (the trip set point is 1.19ES CPM)
caused the CVI. The cause of the high radiation spike could not be determined. This
event is being reviewed as part of the task force established to evaluate ESF actuations
as described in LER 1-89013.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

This event is reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.iv, as an
engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation, which was not part of a preplanned sequence of
steps. Following the CVI, Operations personnel verified that an actual high radiation
condition did not exist and took appropriate actions to recover from the CVI. Upon
receipt of the CVI signal, all equipment, required to actuate on a CVI signal, performed
as designea. Since this was an inadvertent CVI actuation, and no actual high radiation
levels existed, no threat existed to plant personnel or to the general public.
Therefore, no adverse safety ; consequences resulted from this event. The effects of this

| event would have been the same for any mode of operation.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

As immediate corrective action, unit 1 Operations personnel verified that the CVI was.not
a result of an actual high radiation condition in the unit 1 containment and initiated
recovery from the CVI in accordance with System Operating Instruction (S01)-30.2B,
" Containment Purge System Operation." At approximately 0533 EDT, on April 10, 1989, both'

upper and lower containment RMs were returned to service.
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TVA has completed its investigation of this event. The investigation included a review
3

of maintenance activities that were in progress at the time of the event, a review of I
both upper and lower containment RM recorder charts, and a search for any type of
electrical interference to the RM circuits that could have caused the spike. The cause
of the high radiation spike could not be determined. However, this event is being j

reviewed as part of the task force established to evaluate ESF actuations as described in
'

LER 1-89013. The task force is scheduled to complete the review by August 31, 1989. Any
|

additional information resulting from this review will be reported in a follow-up report
,

to LER 1-89013. J

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION I

l

Since 1984, there have been forty-eight LERs reporting CVIs. However, since j
modifications have been completed to include a seal-in circuit to preclude flow switch I,

chatter, only one previous CVI has occurred that was attributed to an unknown spurious
opike and was reported in LER 50-328/88029.

I COMMITMENTS

None.
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